
The struggle to make the most of the 

world’s resources has many fronts—

something worth remembering even 

as headlines trumpet the supposed 

end of the “commodity supercycle.” In 

fact, the vast majority of the world’s 

manufacturers have a wealth of oppor- 

tunities to make more money and 

increase returns to shareholders by using  

fewer resources. Their full range of 

options includes maximizing the use 

of raw materials, minimizing harmful 

emissions, cutting water loss, and 

reducing or avoiding waste streams 

through recycling and energy recovery.1 

(For more on the five interdependent 

beliefs underlying these options, see 

“Manufacturing growth through resource 

productivity,” on mckinsey.com.)

Our experience shows that details count. 

We hope that by presenting some vivid 

examples of these concepts in action, 

this article will stir the imaginations of 

senior leaders about the possibilities for 

using resources more productively. 
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For industrial manufacturers, resources remain a huge financial and managerial 
cost. A change in perspective can lead to real breakthroughs in reducing resource 
consumption. 

More from less: Making  
resources more productive

Think lean

The lean ideas first advanced in the Toyota  

production system gave organizations a 

new way to recognize and root out waste. 

Applying that same rigor to a specific 

form of it—energy and materials—lies at 

the center of resource productivity.  

(For more on lean and energy efficiency, 

see “Bringing lean thinking to energy,”  

on mckinsey.com.)

In practice, these methods often involve 

following a product through a factory  

or service operation. That’s known as  

value-stream mapping, which can be 

illustrated by a Sankey diagram that high- 

lights streams of resource waste—in this 

case, the analysis of a familiar process:  

baking cakes for a school fund-raiser.  

Exhibit 1 tracks inputs, such as ingredients  

and electricity for running the oven, as 

well as losses, such as heat leakage 

from the oven. Currently only one loss is 

recovered, and that only partially: apple 

cores are used to feed chickens. Could 

the oven lose less heat in baking? Could 

eggshells be added to garden compost? 
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Exhibit 1

ideas to reduce it. As Exhibit 2 suggests, 

an aggressive approach to resource 

productivity makes almost the opposite 

assumption. For any process, the 

baseline is the theoretical limit: the level 

of resource efficiency that the process 

could achieve under perfect conditions, 

such as a hypothetical state in which  

it produces zero emissions or if the heat 

it generates can be recovered. 

As the bottom part of the exhibit shows, 

the difference between the theoretical 

limit and actual consumption is labeled 

as what it truly is: a loss. Most people, 

What if the oven ran on gas instead of 

electricity or the electricity came from  

a solar panel whose cost has already 

been paid? 

Think limits

The starting point for most operational-

improvement efforts is incremental 

change: taking an existing process as a 

baseline and seeing what improve- 

ments are possible from that point. For 

example, an organization might begin 

with actual consumption and identify 

Process illustration: baking an apple cake 
for a school fund-raiser

Value-stream mapping tracks inputs and losses for each step of a process, offering 
insight into where resource waste might be reduced.
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and most organizations, are far more 

motivated to avoid losses than to reduce  

consumption. Reframing the problem  

in this way is therefore more likely to  

produce major improvement opportu- 

nities. An iron and steel manufacturer in 

China, for instance, followed this exercise  

and increased the power it generated 

from waste heat by 25 percent—which 

alone reduced its production costs by 

more than $1 per ton.

Think profits per hour

To choose among competing resource-

productivity initiatives, companies need 

a common language for evaluating each 

idea’s impact and the trade-offs involved. 

Ideally, an organization would quantify 

potential savings by using the one metric 

companies generally care about most: 

profit. But until recently, inadequate data  

and limited analytic tools meant that  

many manufacturers could measure 

profitability only by the amount of 

product they generated—euros per ton, 

for example.

The problem is that profit per ton ignores 

an essential resource: time. If the same 

equipment can produce two different 

products with two different margins, using  

it to make the low-margin product 

Exhibit 2
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Analyzing the theoretical limit exposes unseen losses. 

The traditional approach 
to resource efficiency 
starts here

A theoretical-limit 
analysis starts here
(ie, determining the resource 
ef�ciency possible under perfect 
conditions)
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reduces the time it’s available for  

the high-margin one. That loss cannot  

be recovered. 

Now that companies can generate 

the needed analysis, the results are 

revealing. Exhibit 3 tracks a typical 

portfolio of products by profitability as 

a percentage of a company’s highest-

margin offering. The x-axis shows each 

product’s margin on a traditional per-

kilogram basis, while the y-axis shows 

the same product’s margin measured 

per hour. Most products end up near the 

same point on both measures. But two 

of the highest-volume products, shown 

at the center of the diagram in blue, are 

Exhibit 3
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Thinking about profit per hour can help companies make 
crucial resource-productivity choices.

Gross margin per hour (illustrative example), 
€ per hour as % of most profitable product

Gross margin per kg, € per kg as % of most profitable product
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less profitable per hour than per ton, 

while several lower-volume products, 

shown in orange, are more profitable by 

the new metric. 

That sort of comparison can help com- 

panies make crucial resource-productivity  

choices. For example, in the chemical 

industry, increasing a product’s yield 

usually reduces environmental waste 

but requires longer reaction times and 

leaves less capacity for other products. 

If, however, the product’s profit per  

hour increases by running the reaction 

longer and improving the yield, the 

decision to do so is an easy one. 
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Embrace state-of-the-art analytics

Advanced analytic techniques can multiply  

the power of profit per hour, helping 

companies sort through millions of pos- 

sible interdependencies among variables 

such as the quality of raw materials,  

the configuration of equipment, or 

process changes. Exhibit 4 illustrates how 

a precious-metals company solved  

an especially thorny set of questions as  

it sought to increase yields from its  

processes. Initially, it found that the 

optimum yield came from a fairly narrow  

range of ore grades, but when it 

examined grades in more detail, it found 

no discernible patterns.

To understand what was at play, the 

mining company turned to neural net- 

works to isolate specific days and  

events when the yield should have been 

higher. The gray line shows the actual 

yield, while the green line suggests what 

the yield should have been. (Arrows 

indicate points where the deviation was  

significant and required further 

investigation.) The analysis showed 

Exhibit 4
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Neural networks—a form of artificial intelligence—
assimilate data, rules, and hypotheses and use algorithms 
to learn from assumptions.
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that increasing the concentration of 

oxygen in the process offsets the yield 

loss resulting from a decline of ore 

grades over the previous year. Thanks 

to the changed process parameter, the 

company increased yields (and therefore 

production) by 8 percent in three months. 

Go beyond tools

Approaches such as the ones we’ve 

described here are only part of the 

story, of course. Resource productivity 

Exhibit 5

also requires a comprehensive change-

management effort. Many organizations 

whose resource projects falter over  

time rely too much on teaching their  

employees specific resource-productivity  

tools and analyses. Success stories, 

however, change people’s underlying 

mind-sets so that they “think holistically”  

(Exhibit 5). Equally important, excep- 

tional organizations support the new 

mind-sets with revised metrics and more 

frequent performance dialogues as  

part of a new management infrastructure. 

At these companies, resource productivity  

Initial condition Step change Business as usual

Success entails moving beyond specific resource-productivity 
tools and analyses to a change in mind-sets.

Resource 
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“Resource consumption 
is not important—I need to 
reach my quota.”

“Our new tools help me 
react fast and know 
where to focus.”

“We are supposed 
to use these new 
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help me to do my job.”
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informs almost every aspect of operations,  

ensuring that people keep finding  

new opportunities to create more value 

from less. 

Together, these shifts move organizations 

away from the traditional take–make–

dispose logic: take raw materials out of  

the ground, assemble them into  

finished products, and then throw them  

away. A more sustainable logic is to 

“think circular,” creating new value for  

companies and society by looping 

products, components, and materials 

back into the production process after 

they have fulfilled their initial use. (For 

more on circularity, see “Remaking the 

industrial economy,” on mckinsey.com.)

1  Our new book, Resource-Productive Operations, 
describes these choices.
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